Storth have developed a range of Slurry Application
Equipment aimed to satisfy the needs of the modern day
farmer and contractor.
Storth Application Equipment is built to the very same
high standard as the rest of our Slurry Handling range.
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Spreader Attachments
All spreader attachments are fitted with a 180 degree swivel joint as standard allowing freedom of movement of the
drag hose. All attachments can be combined with a Storth bobbin or rear mounted reeler to give a simple spreading
and hose unit.

Single Spreader Attachment
The single spreader attachment is fitted with an alloy spread plate
giving an even spread of slurry to the ground. Fitted with a single
hydraulic gate valve allowing the user to shut off the flow of slurry
from the tractor seat when required at the headland.

Twin Spreader Attachment
The twin spreader attachment is built to the same high specification as
the single spreader attachment, the twin spreader gives an even spread of
slurry over a wider span of ground.
Slurry flow to the spread plate is controlled by two independent hydraulic
gate valves which can be controlled at the tractor seat, allowing one side
to be shut when turning on the headland.

Twin Spreader Attachment
Farmer Type
The farmer type twin spreader attachment is designed to be simple to operate and user friendly, this attachment
has only one gate valve to control the slurry output to the alloy spread plate.

Technical Specification
for Spreader Attachments
Hydraulic folding arms
Heavy duty galvanised steel
construction
Two independent hydraulic gate
valves
Alloy spread plates
3 point linkage
Can be combined with a Storth
bobbin or mounted reeler
Attachment

Transport Width

Spreading Width*

Weight

Single Spreader Attachment

0.8 Meters

10 Meters

124KG

Twin Spreader Attachment

1.2 Meters

12 Meters

220KG

Farmer Type Twin Spreader Attachment

1.2 Meters

12 meters

160KG
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Hose Reelers
Storth have developed a wide range of strong, robust and reliable reelers to suit every need from small farmer to
larger contractor. Starting with the 400m bobbin reeler up to the 2000m trailed reeler. Using a combination of
reelers on the front and back of the tractor, enables one tractor to carry up to 3000m of hose.
All our reelers are fully galvanised and constructed of heavy duty steel.

Bobbin Reelers
Storth bobbin reelers are able to carry from
400m to 1000m of 4” or 5” hose and can be
carried on the front or back of the tractor,
although they are most commonly carried on
the front of the tractor.
Carrying the bobbin on the front end of
the tractor allows the user to carry more
hose without increasing the weight on the
back of the tractor. This allows weight to be
distributed evenly causing less impact on the
ground.

Technical Specification
Heavy duty galvanised steel construction
Heavy duty A frame
Hydraulic drive gearbox
One double acting spool valve is needed for operation
400-1000m models available

Also the front bobbin reeler can give a simple
hose carrying system with a spreading
applicator attached to the back of the tractor
giving a simple and robust spreading unit.
The bobbin reeler can also be attached to the
rear of the tractor combined with a spreader
bar giving a simple combination unit.

Models Available

Weight without hose

Width

400Mt

120KG

2.0Mt

600Mt

150KG

2.0Mt

800Mt

180KG

2.0Mt

1000Mt

200KG

2.0Mt
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Rear Mounted Reelers
Storth mounted reelers are manufactured with a robust
design and heavy construction allowing the reeler to carry
up to 1600Mts on the rear of the tractor.
A hydraulic control valve is fitter to the rear of the reeler in
order to allow the operator full control whilst reeling in the
hose from the field. All machines are fitted with planetary
hydraulic gearboxes which give more power then the
chain alternatives when reeling in the hose.

Rear mounted reelers are also available as a
combination spreading system, having a spreader
attachment or a dribble bar attached to the reeler.
This gives farmers and contractors a strong,
robust and reliable combination unit for slurry
applications.
All machines are fitted with planetary hydraulic
gearboxes to give more power when reeling in.

Technical Specification
Heavy duty galvanised steel
construction
3 point linkage and heavy duty A
frame
Planetary hydraulic gearbox drive
Rear mounted road lights
Hydraulic control valve on rear of
machine
One guide roller as standard
Two double acting spool valves
are needed for operation

Optional Extras
Tool box for fittings
Heavy duty male A frame
Bespoke models can be
manufactured to hold larger hose
quantities

Models Available

Weight without hose

Width

1000Mt

220KG

2.0Mt

1200Mt

240KG

2.0Mt

1600Mt

260KG

2.0Mt
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Trailed Reelers
Storth have constructed a heavy duty trailed reeler
best suited for the contractor or large scale farmer
needing to transport large quantities of hose long
distances.
All trailed reelers are fitted with a heavy duty
planetary hydraulic gearbox providing more power
than chain alteratives. A hydraulic control valve is
fitted at the rear of the machine to allow the user full
control when not in the tractor seat, this allows the
operator to control the whole machine from the rear
with better visibilty of the hose.
The machine has a draw bar attachment for any user
wishing to pull behind an air compressor or such like.
Standard trailed reelers are fitted with 550x50-22.5

Technical Specification
Fully galvanised
Heavy duty planetary gear box drive
Hydraulic control valve at rear of
machine
Two guide rollers as standard
2 double acting spool valves
Rear mounted road lights
Mud guards as standard
Hydraulic brakes
550x55-22.5 wheels & flotation tyres
Tool box

Optional extras
Rear mounted working lamps
550x55-22.5 wheels & tyres

Models Available

Weight

Width

1000Mt

600KG

2.8Mt

1500Mt

713KG

2.8Mt

2000Mt

789KG

2.8Mt
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Trailing Shoe Injectors

Due to our extensive knowledge in slurry management and application our design team have designed and
manufactured a strong, robust and reliable trailing shoe injector. We have also designed our own macerator
which chops and evenly distributes the slurry to the outlets which in turn delivers the slurry evenly on to the land.
Our cast iron self sharpening shoes open the grass leaf and apply the slurry to the root, meaning the nitrogen
loss is far less than traditional splash plates which often lost up to 80%. This application also reduced odour and
contamination to the grass allowing cattle to be grazing back on the grass very quickly after slurry has been
applied.

Technical Specification
Heavy duty galvanised steel
construction
50mm distribution hose
Hydraulic gate valve
Single ram for folding arms
Shoes are SG cast & blued
hardened tips (225mm apart)
Springs are 80x10mm sprung
steel
3 double acting hydraulic spools

Optional Extras

Flow Meters

Flow meter c/w in cab tablet
display

Flow meters can also be fitted to monitor the amount of slurry applied
to the land. We also offer an in cab tablet to keep a record of your slurry
application.

Models Available

Width

Transport Height

Transport Width

Weight

5.6Mt 24 Outlets

5.6Mt

2.8Mt

2.4Mt

1150KG

6.2Mt 28 Outlets

6.2Mt

3.0Mt

2.4Mt

1280KG

7Mt 32 Outlets

7.0Mt

3.4Mt

2.4Mt

1330KG

8.2Mt 36 Outlets

8.2Mt

3.5Mt

2.4Mt

1490KG
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Dribble Bar System
After realising the gap in the market for a strong, robust but simple operating dribble bar system, we have
developed a system which we think is well suited to the markets for both farmer and contractors. The dribble bar
system has become increasingly popular due to minimal wearing parts but getting the best from the slurry being
spread close to the ground without a big loss of nitrogen and also keeping down the ammonia loss to the air.
By manufacturing our own design of hydraulic macerator we can evenly distribute the slurry to the 40mm hoses,
giving a uniform spread of slurry to the ground.

The dribble bar system can be incorporated with a mounted reeler which keeps the front of the tractor free to
carry a front linkage bobbin reeler if needed. This system consisting of a dribble bar & mounted reller on the
back of the tractor and a bobbin reeler to the front of the tractor can carry 2000Mts of hose.
Our dribble bar can also be mounted onto tankers providing they are suitable to take such systems.

Hydraulic Macerator
Technical Specification
Heavy duty galvanised steel
construction
40mm distribution hose
Hydraulic gate valve
Hydraulic folding arms
Hydraulic locking catches for
transporting
3 point linkage
Male A frame to allow
combinaiton of reelers

Flow Meters
Flow meters can also be fitted to monitor
the amount of splurry applied to the land.
This will record the amount of slurry
applied to the land and help you manage
your slurry to suit your land.

Optional Extras
Splash plate for turning at
headland

Models Available

Width

Transport Height

Transport Width

Weight

6.0Mt 24 Outlets

6.0Mt

1.8Mt

2.4Mt

744KG

7.5Mt 30 Outlets

7.5Mt

2.5Mt

2.4Mt

839KG

10Mt 38 Outlets

10Mt

3.8Mt

2.4Mt

1041KG

12Mt 48 Outlets

12Mt

4.8Mt

2.4Mt

1237KG
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Centrifugal Chopper Pumps
Storth supply the cri-man high-pressure, centrifugal, chopper pumps, ideal for particularly heavy-duty applications.
These pumps have an over-gear box that can be driven from a carbon steel shaft. They have
multi-channel impellers and double-chopping system.
These pumps are recommended for applications that require a substantial head and adequate chopping of the
solid materials, present in the liquid being pumped. We offer a range of pumps, from pump only to full circulation
with frame, hydraulic priming kit pressure tested ball valves & PTO shaft.

Standard Pipe Work to
Suit Cri-man Pumps

Cri-man Pumps

Recirculation Pipe
Work to Suit Cri-man

Technical Specification
Technical Specification
Galvanised frame 3 point
linkage
Hydraulic primer kit
PTO shaft c/w shear bolt
6” bauer inlet
4” male bauer outlet
4” ball valve shut off
1” air line connection
120hp-140hp required on Pth80k
135Mt head 75L/sec flow
190hp required on heavy duty
Cri-man Pth80kk pump
155Mt head 80L/sec flow

Cast iron construction
Double mechanical seal within
oil bath
65-100mm discharge
Heavy duty chopping action
540/1000 Rpm Input

Technical Specification
Galvanised frame 3 point linkage
Hydraulic primer kit
PTO shaft c/w shear bolt
6” bauer inlet
4” male bauer outlet
4” pressure tested ball valves x2
1” air line connection
4” inlet for ball to clean hoses out,
without disconnecting drag hose
120hp-140hp required on Pth80k
135Mt head 75L/Sec flow
190hp required on heavy duty Cri-man Pth80kk pump
155Mt head 80L/sec flow

Engine Pump Sets
Technical Specification
Bunded chassis tank
SIL990 slurry remote control panel
Petrol driven vacuum primer kit
Rear road lights
Engine running beacon c/w telescopic pole
Other options available
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